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MBTA to test new way to help blind find bus
stops

By Matt Rocheleau

GLOBE STAFF  JULY 02, 2017

The MBTA plans to test technology to make it easier for visually impaired riders to find where to

stand when waiting for one of its buses.

The agency will install Bluetooth beacons on bus stop signs that can communicate via a smartphone

app to tell users how close they are to the stop.
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David Block-Schachter, chief technology officer at the T,

said GPS software, such as Google Maps, is typically

accurate at marking bus stops only within about 20 to 30

feet of the stop.

“The problem we’re trying to solve is heartbreaking,”

Block-Schachter said.

Get Fast Forward in your inbox:
Forget yesterday's news. Get what you need today in this
early-morning email.

“Someone could end up waiting 20 feet away, and if they’re waiting 20 feet away, that bus probably

doesn’t stop for them.”

He said the technology will be tested on two routes, 70 and 71, which a sizable number of visually

impaired passengers ride because the routes travel by the Perkins School for the Blind in Watertown.

The Perkins School worked with Boston software developer Raizlabs to build the app technology.

The app, called BlindWays, had its debut last fall, and so

far has relied on crowdsourcing by sighted volunteers to

provide more precise information about bus stops.

The T said that if the pilot project goes well, it hopes to roll

out the technology to all 8,000 bus stops systemwide.

Matt Rocheleau can be reached at

matthew.rocheleau@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter

@mrochele.
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Stay updated, right in your news feed.  

Storms could bring hail and severe winds

Trump proposal relies on claims by religious researchers

Dick Albert, former Channel 5 weatherman, dies

The majority of Harvard’s incoming class is nonwhite

VA Secretary ousts third official at troubled N.H. hospital

Teamster in Top Chef trial could get jail time for posting on Facebook during
trial

MORE...

Damaging winds, quarter-size hail, and even a tornado are possibilities in Massachusetts today.

MORE...

A proposal by President Trump’s administration would undo the Affordable Care Act’s five-year-old

mandate for birth control coverage.

MORE...

“It’s a huge loss,” said Harvey Leonard. “It’s truly like losing a brother, that’s what I considered him

to be.” 

MORE...

Harvard’s push to broaden diversity comes as the Trump administration turns its focus on

affirmative action policies.

MORE...

VA Secretary David Shulkin said he was responding to allegations of dangerously substandard care

made by medical staff in a Boston Globe report last month.
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In a Malden classroom, a lesson on immigration

In Michelle Carter’s hometown, opinions vary on justice of her sentence

Police disperse hundreds of youths in the North End

Thousands of cyclists take off in first day of the 38th Pan-Mass Challenge

State agrees with Trump administration to delay long-awaited water pollution
rules

Fire damages venerable Union Oyster House

He thought he was dying, but highway chief paved his own road to salvation

MORE...

Daniel Redmond, one of four Teamsters on trial, posted an article on the Facebook page, “Support

the Teamster 4,” violating a court order to not speak publicly about the case. 

MORE...Many economists say drastically cutting immigration hurts the economy for everyone. 

MORE...

Residents who spoke to the Globe were split on whether Carter, now 20, received an appropriate

sentence for urging Conrad Roy III to kill himself.

MORE...

State Police spokesman David Procopio said Boston police requested Massachusetts State Police assistance with

dispersing between 500 and 1,000 youths.

MORE...

More than 5,300 cyclists took off Saturday morning in the 2017 Pan-Mass Challenge, raising money

for patient care and cancer research. 

MORE...

A landmark plan to curb pollution in lakes, rivers, and streams throughout Massachusetts has been

delayed for at least another year.

MORE...

The historic restaurant was evacuated Thursday, forcing dozens of patrons and workers out into the

street on a busy summer night. 
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